Losberger flat profiled floor is one of the equipment components for the Losberger Garden Cottage. The flooring is made of high-quality and sturdy triplex laminated wood and ensures rigidity and stability. It guarantees fast and easy installation and a safe, dry foundation for all uses – suitable for all three Garden Cottage variants.
Technical data

**Floor elements:**
Floor covering made of wood, three-ply panel 21 mm thick, hot pressure injected resin coating, natural brown colour.

Garden Cottage 3 x 3 m: 6 three-ply panels 0.5 x 3 m  
Garden Cottage 4 x 4 m: 8 three-ply panels 0.5 x 4 m  
Garden Cottage 5 x 5 m: 10 three-ply panels 0.5 x 5 m

Panels have recesses at the edges (rebate). Each first and last three-ply panel is cut at an angle at the corners for insertion between the Garden Cottage baseplates.

**Aluminium profiles:**
Two aluminium protective profiles are fitted at the face end of the three-ply panels as threshold and edge protection. The panels can simply be pushed into the groove of the flat profiles one after the other. The recesses mean they fit perfectly in the groove and are flush to the aluminium profile.

**Anchoring:**
Aluminium floor brackets are placed on the aluminium profiles and anchored in the ground using steel anchors (L: 500 mm). Floor angle and steel anchors are included in the scope of supply.

**Net weight without packaging:**
Aluminium profiles: 2 kg/m²  
Floor element: 11 kg/m²  
Payload: 500 kg/m² with good load distribution

**Installation note:**
The flat profiled floor must be installed on a level surface and levelled using pieces of wood if necessary.